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Three New Pocket Calculators:
Smaller, Less Costly,
More Powerful
HP's second-generation pocket calculator family now
includes a basic scientific model, a programmable
scientific model, and a business model.

by Randall B. Neff and Lynn Tillman

f N 1e72. HEWLETT-PACKARD INTRODUCED the
I' HP-35 pocket scientif ic calculator,l the first in a
family of calculators that eventually grew to include
six members, from the original HP-35 to the sophisti-
cated fully programmable HP-65.2

Now there is a second generation of HP pocket cal-
culators. Currently this new calculator family has
three members, designated HP-21, HP-22, and HP-
25. The HP-21 (Fig. r) is a basic scientif ic calculator
that replaces the HP-35 , the HP-22 (Fig. Z) is a busi-
ness calculator, and the HP-25 (Fig. 3) is a program-
mable scientific calculator. State-of-the-art technology
has been applied in the new family to achieve the ma-
jor design goal of low cost with no sacrif ice in reliabil-
ity or quality.

Most parts are common to all three calculators, the
fundamental differences occurring in the read-only
memory (ROM) that contains the preprogrammed
functions. In each calculator is an integrated circuit
that is a small, slow, but powerful microcomputer.
It executes microprograms that are stored in the
ROM. When the user presses a key, a microprogram
is activated to perform the function corresponding to
that key.

The ROM comes in blocks of 1.o24 ten-bit words.
Each block adds factory cost, But unti l all of the ROM
has been allocated, features can be added, omitted, or
modified and functions can be made more or less
accurate without increasing factory cost at all. The
firmware designer's challenge is to make these no-
cost choices in some optimal way for each calculator.

HP-21 Scientif ic
The HP-21, the first calculator in the new family,

was designed as a direct replacement for the HP-35.
Because the HP-21 was to have 33% more micropro-
gram ROM than the HP-35, everyone involved in the
project wanted additional features and functions.

Pr in ted  in  U.S A.

New features were packed in until all the ROM was
used. The HP-21has all the functions of the HP-35
plus controlled display formatting, polar to rectangu-
lar conversions, radian mode in trigonometric calcu-
Iations, and storage arithmetic.

One major change in these HP-21 family calcula-
tors from the HP-35 family is a shorter twelve-digit
display. The HP-35 display had fifteen digits: two
signs, ten mantissa digits, two exponent digits, and a
decimal point. The new twelve-digit display was re-
quired because of the narrower plastic case of the
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Fig. 1. HP-21 Scientific Calculator

new family.
In spite of the shorter display, there was sti l l  a re-

quirement that the calculator have ten-digit preci-
sion. To meet this requirement, the decimal point
was moved so that it appears next to a digit. Also, a
decision was made to show a maximum of eight man-
tissa digits when an exponent is displayed, so two of
the display digits do double duty, sometimes as man-
tissa digits, and other times as exponent sign and
digit.

The HP-21 never gives a misleading zero answer.
When the user has specified fixed notation and the
non-zero answer of a function would be formatted as
a zero, the HP-21 changes to scientif ic notation for
that answer. When the HP-21- shows zero, it means the
answer is zero to ten digits.

HP-22 Business
TheHP-22, the business member of the new calcu-

lator family, was intended to be an "HP-70-Plus".
Again, experience from programming the HP-70 and
many new microinstructions allowed the product to
grow functionally until it provided an array of mathe-
matical, statistical, and storage capabil it ies in addi-
tion to the financial functions we had originally
hoped to add.

TheHP-22 is the first of our financial calculators to
include e' and tn functions on the keyboard. It is
also the first of our financial calculators to provide
linear regression and linear estimate. These func-
tions, as well as arithmetic mean and standard devia-
tion, are executed using data automatically accumu-

lated with the:+ key. In combination, the arithmetic
and statistical functions allow calculation of such
things as exponential and logarithmic regression,
power curve fit, and trend lines with uneven periods,
a powerful set of computational tools for the financial
analyst and forecaster.

Greatly expanded storage is available to the user.
There are ten user-addressable registers with storage
arithmetic similar to that of the HP-25. There are also
five financial storage registers-one associated with
each of the basic financial parameters (n, i, pMT, pv

and rv).* The basic functions defined by these five
top row financial keys are the same as those in the
HP-7O and HP-80.a

These registers combined with internal status indi-
cators (one for each parameter) and an internal data-
input counter form a flexible system for solving finan-
cial calculations. When the calculator is turned on,
the system might be thought of as looking l ike this:

The financial functions require that the contents of
exactly three of the financial parameter registers be
specified as input data, that is, three status indicators
must be set and the data input count must equal
three.

When data is entered the associated status indica-
tors are set and the data input counter is incre-
mented. For example, if two items of data have been
entered (say n : 360 and PMT : 341.68) the system
might look l ike this:

tr

[';_-]

n Register

il

0.00

FV Register

I t r

t;;I i;-_]
n Register i Register

E[4
PMT Register PV Register FV Register

Data Input Counter

If a status indicator is already set, entering data for
that parameter will simply overwrite the previous
register contents. For example, pressing n in the above
situation would cause the 360.00 to be overwritten
with whatever was in the display. The status indica-
tor would remain set and the counter would remain
at 2. Once three status indicators are set, pressing a
financial key for which the status indicator is not
set wil l tr igger an attempt to execute that function.

* n: number of t ime periods; i: interest rate per period; PMT: payment amount; PV: present value or
principal; FV: future value
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n Register i Register PMT Register PV ter FV Register

Data Input Counter

Pressing PV will cause calculation of PV in terms of
n, i and PMT while pressing FV will cause calcula-
tion of FV in terms of n, i and PMT,

When a function is executed and an answer is cal-
culated, the answer is stored in its associated register
for possible later calculations. The status indicators
and counter remain unchanged because the input
parameters have not changed.

There is a reset function. which resets all five sta-
tus indicators and resets the counter to zero. allow-
ing a different combination of input parameters to
be specified. However, the data remains in the regis-
ters and can be recalled using the ncl prefix key.

Besides the new flexibility in the basic financial
functions some new functions have been added: %:
(percent of sum), ACC(accumulated interest), anl
( rema in ing  ba lance ) ,  and  the  annu i t y  sw i t ch
(BEGTN tr  END).

A running total can be kept using the >+ key. The
%I function can then be used to find what percent of
that total any given number is.

Accumulated interest and remaining balance are
also new. fust enter the loan amount PV, the periodic
interest rate i, and the payment amount PMT. To find

the accumulated interest between two periods, say
from payment 13 through payment 24 enter the pay-
ment period numbers in storage registers 8 and 9 and
press r  Acc.  I f  you then press r  BAL the HP-22
will calculate the remaining balance on the loan after
the payment indicated in register 9 is made (in this
case after payment 24).

Annuities are often referred to as being "ordinary
annuities" or "annuities due". These terms distin-
guish situations where periodic payments are made
at the beginning of the period (for example, rents or
leases are annuities due) from payments made at the
end of the month (a mortgage, for example, is an or-
dinary annuity). The HP-22 features the annuity
switch to make this distinction. Place the switch in
the aeclN position and any annuity calculations wil l
be made assuming that payments occur at the begin-
ning of the payment period. Place the switch in the
eno position and annuity calculations wil l be made
assuming that payments occur at the end of the pay-
ment periods.

'Ihe HP-22 uses the same general solution tech-
niques for the financial functions as the HP-80.a Execu-
tion of the equations involves numerous internal sub-
routine calls to *, -, X, i, y*, and In (this is par-
ticularly true for the iterative solutions for i). This
means that the standard round-off errors in these
routines are compounded by the time the final solu-
tion is reached. To improve the final results given by
t}r,eHP-22, improvements were made to the standard
HP-21-family arithmetic subroutines. The y* algo-
rithm was extended to handle negative numbers to
integer powers-for example (-2)2 or (-2)-2-and
a subroutine was developed to calculate the expres-
sion {1*y)*, which occurs frequently in financial
equations.

HP-25 Programmable Scientific
The HP-25 was originally conceived as an ad-

vanced scientific calculator. It was specified as hav-
ing 2O48 microinstructions, twice as many as the
HP-21. Also, it was to contain a new integrated cir-
cuit, a sixteen-register data storage chip. Because
of  improved micro inst ruct ions and exper ience
gained by microprogramming the HP-21, the HP-25
finally appeared not only as a scientific calculator
with many more functions than the HP-Z1, but more
importantly, with 49 steps of user programming.

The real power of the HP-25 is its easy program-
ming. The programming is based on key phrases
rather than keystrokes. A key phrase is simply a se-
quence of keystrokes that together perform one func-
t ion or  operat ion.  For  example,  both I  s tN and
sro + s are key phrases, but they contain two and
three keystrokes, respectively, The program memory
contains numbered locations for 49 key phrases. When

Fig.2. HP-22 Buslness Calculator

Say the system looks like this:

TII n tr

Regis

tr



Flg. 3. HP-25 Programmable Scientific Calculator

the user writes a program, the calculator merges key-
strokes into key phrases and stores the instructions in
program memory.

Editing a program is particularly easy. In program
mode, the displav shows the step number and the
key phrase stored there (see page 6). The key phrase is
displayed as the row-column coordinates of the key-
strokes that make it up. The digit keys are represented
by a zero followed by the digit, and the other keys are
described by a row digit followed by a column digit.
For example, the t key is in the first row of keys and
the fourth column, so its coordinate is 14. The key
phrase f SIN appears as 14 04, and STo + 5 appears as
2 3  5 1  0 5 .

One innovative feature of the HP-25 is the behavior
of the ssT (Single Step) key in run mode. This key
was designed to help the user debug programs. It al-
lows the user to execute his program one key phrase
at a time. When the SST key is held down, the display
shows the line number and the key phrase that is to
be executed next. Releasing the SST key executes just
that key phrase, and the numerical results appear in
the display. This new feature makes debugging pro-
grams quite easy because the user can tiptoe through
his programs, seeing both the key phrases and their
results, one phrase at a time. The display when the
SST key is held down includes the step number, so
checking program flow and branching is easy.

The HP-25 contains a number of functions that
make programming simpler. In program mode, the
SST key and the BST (Back Step) key allow the user to
step forward and backward through the program mem-

ory. Eight comparisons allow the program to react
depending on the data in the calculation stack. To-
gether with the cTo (Go To step number) operation,
programs can branch and loop based on numeric
results. A function that is new to pocket calculators is
PAUSE. When encountered in a program, the calcula-
tor stops for a second, displays the most recent result,
and then continues the program. This is useful when
programming iterative functions because one can
watch the function converge or diverge.

The HP-25 has line-number-based static program-

ming. Key phrases go into numbered locations in mem-
ory, overwriting the previous contents. Branching
in the program is to the step number of a phrase. This
is in contrast to the HP-65 type of programming.3 In
the HP-65, keycodes shift around in the unnumbered
memory as steps are inser ted and deleted,  and
branching goes to label keycodes contained in the
memory.

The HP-25 merges keystrokes into key phrases us-
ing a microcoded finite state machine. The machine
carefully checks for undefined key sequences. When
a valid key phrase is completed, an eight-bit code is
fabricated. If the calculator is in run mode. the code
is immediately decoded and executed. In program
mode, the code is copied into the program memory
and then decoded to generate the row-column dis-
play. The data registers used for program storage are
56 bits long. Each register can contain seven key
phrase codes. Seven such registers comprise the pro-
gram memory, so all together there are 49 key phrase
locations.

The HP-25 contains a data storage integrated cir-
cuit with sixteen registers of 56 bits each (14 BCD dig-
its). Seven registers are for user programming, eight
are for user data, and one is used for the LAST x
function.

Another innovative feature of the HP-25 is a new
mode of formatting the displayed result, called engi-
neering notation. This is a selectable format that
makes calculated answers easier to understand. Imag-
ine a problem that deals in physical units of mea-
sure, such as seconds. Say the answer to the problem
in scientif ic notation is 5.00 -05. Now this is a
valid answer, but not as clear as it could be. Setting
the HP-25 into engineering notation gives the answer
as 50.0 -06 which is easy to read instantly as 50
microseconds.  Engineer ing notat ion forces the
power-of-ten exponent to be a multiple of three and
adjusts the decimal point to give the correct answer.
If the above answer is multiplied by 10, it gives
500. -06 or 500 microseconds. Multiplying again
by ten gives 5.00 -03 or f ive mill iseconds.

Design Details
Several improvements in the instruction set of the



Programming

A simple ecological model o1 interacting populat ions con-
sists of rabbits with an infinite food supply and foxes that prey
on them. The system can be approximated by a pair of nonlin-
ear, first-order differential equations:

(change in rabbits with t ime)

: -f  + arI (change in foxes with t ime)

where r is the number of rabbits, f is the number of foxes, and
a is a positive constant to show how lrequently rabbits and
foxes meet. When a : 0 there are no encounters; the rabbits
keep breeding and the foxes starve. For a specific c, the
probability of encounter is proportional to the product of the
numbers of foxes and rabbits. A reasonable choice for c is
0 .01  ,

One way to solve this problem numerical ly is a simple Euler
method, solving equations of the form:

X n + j : X n + h ' f ( x n )

using a small  step size h, where h represents a small  increment
of time. The eouations become:

tn+1 =  rn  +  h '  (2 rn  -  a rn fn )

f n + r : f n + h . ( - f + a r n f n )

The features of the HP-25 make i t  ideal ly suited for problems
of this type. The results can be plotted by hand on a graph of

An Example of HP-25

d r
- : 2 r  _  n f l

O I

df
dt

foxes versus rabbits. Note that the calculations give ten-digit
f loating-point numbers, but the display is always truncated to
an integer.

Example:
a :  0 , 0 1
h : 0.02
ro: 300
+  -  i t n

A plot of foxes versus rabbits is a circular loop with a period ol
about f ive t ime units (250 i terat ions). The rabbit minimum is 14,
the maximum is 342 on the f irst loop. The fox minimum is 54 and
the maximum is 478 on the f irst loop.

ro : 100, fo : 200 is a constant solution.

HP-25 Program Form
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HP-21-family microprocessor made life much easier
for the microprogrammer. Three of the most useful
improvements were 72-bit subroutine addresses, the
dig i ts- to-ROM-address inst ruct ion,  and the data
register instructions,

In the HP-35 microprocessor, the microinstruction
address was only eight bits long. Each 250-word
ROM would turn itself on or off as ROM-select instruc-
tions dictated. There was only one level of subroutine
and the return address had only eight bits. The HP-21
microprocessor uses a twelve-bit address. A given
ROM responds only when it sees an address it con-
tains. Subroutines can be located on different ROMs
and easily return to the correct next instruction. The
new processor can save two twelve-bit subroutine
return addresses. Two levels make it possible for one
subroutine to call another.

A new processor instruction takes two calculated
digits as the next microprogram address. This in-
struction is exactly like a computed co To instruc-
tion in some programming languages. This instruc-
tion made the HP-25 possible. It is used for both key
phrase execution and key phrase display. The eight-
bit key phrase code is broken down into groups of
phrases such as GTO codes,  STO codes,  t ,  and g
codes. Then the code is either used to generate a dis-
play (for the SSr key) or is executed (run mode).

The data storage chip used in the HP-35 family
required that a calculated address be sent from the
processor to activate one register. Then the register
could be written into or read from. When the HP-25
data storage chip was designed, this mode of opera-
tion was retained. because a calculated address is
needed for STO, RCL, and programming. However,
enough microinstructions were available to define
separate instructions to read or write in each register.
This simplified the HP-22 microprogramming by al-
lowing any financial register to be accessed internal-
Iy with a single microinstruction.

One change in the system design of the HP-2I
family was putting the display segment drive in the
ROM integrated circuit. Which segment to power is
determined by an accessory ROM composed of six-
teen words of seven bits each. The words 0 to 9 are
used to generate the digits. One word, 15, is a blank.
Three of the remaining words generate the letters E,
r, and o, which the HP-21 family uses to spell "Error,"
telling the user that an operation is illegal. One re-
maining word generates the letter F. This is used by
the HP-25 to spell "OF" when a storage register over-
flows. Since the display generator is a tiny ROM on
the microcode ROM, it can be changed to create new
characters for new calculators.
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Inside the New Pocket Calculators
The HP-21 type of calculator isn't just a
version of older HP pocket calculators,
new design.

stripped-down
but an entirely

by Michael J. Cook, George M. Fichter, and Richard E. Whicker

tT, HE HP-?IAROSE FROM THE NEED to follow its
I predecessor, the HP-35, with a lower-priced

hand-held scientific calculator. The HP-35 was. in a
way, a tough act to follow. Its low-cost successor
couldn't be merely a stripped-down factory special,
for it isn't possible to change part of the HP-35 design
without destroying the integrity of the design.

Instead, the HP-21 required a totally fresh design
with an integrity of its oum, taking advantage of late
refinements of technology in the areas of displays,
integrated circuits, batteries, and assembly.

The HP-21, for the most part, uses the architecture
of the HP-35 but requires fewer integrated-circuit
packages to implement all the functions found in the
earlier chip set (see Fig. 1). Two reductions in pack-
age count were obtained by combining the anode
drivers with the ROM into one 18-pin plastic package
and by incorporating all the arithmetic, register, and
control circuits on a second chip in a 22-pin plastic
package. Clock driving circuits are contained on each
chip, thereby saving one more package.

Another improvement, both in cost and in appear-
ance, is the use of a smaller, two-cell battery. The
nominal 2.s-volt supply must be converted to four
volts for operating the displays, resulting in some loss
of efficiency, but since the bipolar display cathode
driver now used does not require a converted voltage,
the loss is nearly made up.

Arithmetic, Control, and Timing Circuit (ACT)
This circuit combines the functions of the first

generation's arithmetic and register circuit, control
and timing circuit, and clock driver circuit and in-
cludes several new capabilities. AII of these circuits
could not simply be put together unchanged because
more pins would have been required than were on
the package. To reduce this number, several pins are
used for multiple functions. The cathode driver

scans the key rows, so the ACT circuit needs only
five lines to scan the key columns and one line to
synchronize the cathode driver, instead of the pre-
vious design's eight lines for the key rows and five
Iines for the key columns. One line is used to send
display data to the ROM and anode driver as well as
to send addresses and receive inst ruct ions.  The
older design used ten lines for these functions.

The addressing structure has been changed to al-
low direct addressing of 4096 instructions. This
means that at the end of a subroutine, control can
pass back to the calling location from any location,
instead of from only 255 locations. An additional
level of subroutine nesting is included, so one sub-
routine can be called from within another. The num-
ber of status bits is increased to 16, and a four-bit
register has been added to remember the display for-
mat requested by the user.

The original HP-35 stack is retained, but there are
now two storage registers on the ACT circuit instead
of only one. This is not readily apparent to the HP-21
user unless he needs to use the full stack and do tran-
scendental functions at the same time. In the HP-35
the highest entry of the stack was lost, whereas in the
HP-21 it is not lost. The stack registers are labeled
X (display), Y,Z, and T. The storage registers are M
and N. There are three working registers: A (: X),
B.  and C.

The ACT circuit also performs hexadecimal (modu-
lus 16) arithmetic in addition to decimal. This func-
tion is used in display formatting in the HP-21 and
HP-25, but may be of more interest to designers if the
ACT circuit is to be used in instruments.

Data Storage Chip
This optional chip is used in the HP-22 and HP-25.

To allow it to store programs, it was arranged that
keycodes could be sent either to the ROM or to the A
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Fig.1, Thethreemembersof theHP-21 familydifferintheamountof rcad-onlymemoryanddata
storage they contain. Keys activate microprograms stored in the ROM, causing the arithmetic,

control, and timing circuit to perform the indicated function.

register on the ACT chip, and that the A register
could send previously stored keycodes to the ROM.
The C register communicates with the data storage re-
gisters, so by exchanging portions of the contents of
the A and C registers, keycodes could be sent to and
retrieved from the data storage registers. To aid in
editing programs (i.e., sequences of keycodes), a cir-
cular shift function was added to the A register. This
enables the data in the A register to be rotated with-
out losing information.

The data storage chip is more versatile than its pre-
decessor in that direct register addressing is pos-
sible, that is, the instruction itself contains the number
of the register into which data is to be stored, or from
which data will be retrieved. Previously a register
number had to be built up in the C register, and then
two instructions used, "C to data address" and either
"C to data" or "data to C." These indirect data regis-
ter addressing instructions are also still available.

ROM
The ROM consists of Lo,zso bits of read-only mem-

ory, organized as 1024 words of to bits each. Four
pages of microinstructions can be stored on one chip,
and up to four chips can be addressed directly by the
ACT circuit.

12-bit addresses are received on the instruction/ad-
dress (Is) Iine, Ieast significant bits first. The two
most significant bits enable one of four chips to out-
put instructions onto the Is line. Thus, up to 4096 mi-
croinstructions may be programmed in a maximum
system. Unlike the HP-35 quad ROM, any 12-bit ad-
dress sent to the ROM chip will be recognized, regard-
less of previous addresses.

Display Circuit
During each so-bit word time, the ACT chip sends

information to the ROM/display chip for displaying
one digit. A character ROM in the display circuit con-



verts the input to seven-segment format and then
mul t ip lexes through the segments sequent ia l ly ,
With a 1z-digit display, the duty cycle for each seg-
ment is 1/96 or about 1%. This requires a peak current
of 30 mA to maintain an average current of eOO ;rA.
This is a relatively high current for MOS and requires
devices well over 100 mils (0.25 cm) wide.

To allow the use of multiple ROMs without dupli-

cating the display function, a mask option can elimin-
ate all power consumed in this portion of the chip.
Typically, ROM 0 contains the display function and all
other ROMs do not,

Five of the characters in the display ROM may be
reprogrammed to any seven-segment  character .
Three of these characters generate E, r, and o to
spell Error.

Packaging the New Pocket
Calculators

by Thomas A. Hender

Objective: design a "shirt-pocket" calculator package for
minimum factory cost, with rel iabi l i ty equal to or better than that
of the HP-35 family. HP quali ty standards must be maintained.

Shirt-pocket size was achieved by reducing the number of
keys f rom 35 to 30 (one less horizontal row) and by spacing the
keys closer together. Spacing is the minimum deemed comfort-
able for the majori ty of users. Also, the display was reduced
from 15 to 12 digits, and decimal points share posit ions with
their digits.

The HP-21 uses only two rechargeable size AA Nl-Cad bat-
teries instead of the three required in the HP-35 family. This fea-
ture saves almost thirty grams of weight. The total weight of the
HP-21 is 165 grams. Apart from the obvious weight saving ac-
companying i ts smaller size, the HP-2.1 package contains
fewer parts: no backbone support,  no key-spacing grid and no
display window welding f rame. Structural r igidity is designed in-
to the monocoque or box shape of the battery compartment in
the bottom case, and in the heat-staked egg-crate configura-
t ion of the top case and keyswitch printed circuit  assembly
(plast ic posts on the top case f i t  through holes in the keyswitch
printed circuit  assembly; heat is then applied to deform the ends
of the posts and r ivet the two parts together).

Lower production costs of this package are mainly due to
minimal assembly t ime, including test ing. Only two screWs fas-
ten the HP-2'1 together-a reduction of ten from the HP-35. The
display is an integral plug-in assembly. Modular construction
eases handling and any necessary touch-up operations; for
instance, there are no electronic components or soldering on
the keyswitch printed circuit  assembly.

The battery pack case doubles as part of the calculator 's bot-
tom outside surface, el iminating a separate battery-retaining
panel. The battery jumper spring provides the force that holds
the pack in the calculator, so latches are not needed. Battery
terminals are automatical ly assembled into the logic board dur-
ing fabrication. This feature el iminates the manual wir ing and
terminal fastening required in the previous generation's de-
sign. The ac terminal pins are mounted similarly. Electr ical
in tegr i t y  i s  p rov ided by  a  f low-so lder ing  opera t ion  wh ich
connects al l  electronic components to the logic board. Al l  keys
except the blue prefix key are molded in two clusters, which are
mechanical ly separated during loading into the keyboard bez-
el.  This reduces the number of parts handled from thirty to
three and minimizes assembly operator errors and fat igue.
That this innovation works is largely because of the creative
efforts of the plast ic mold designers and craftsmen of the HP
Manufacturing Division, whose continuing high standards of ex-
cel lence contr ibuted much to the success of the HP-2.1 . The

over-center breakaway tact i le feel of our former calculator
keys has been retained, and the molded design of the key-str ip
actuating surfaces on the undersides of the keys el iminates the
control bumps needed on earl ier models.

Acknowledgments
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part icularly during the concept phase of the project.
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Fig.2. Arithmettc, control, and timing chip.

Cathode Driver
In designing the cathode driver circuit for the

HP-z1 calculator, the main objective was to have a cir-
cuit with extremely low power consumption, a prime
requirement for the HP-21 since only a two-cell bat-
tery pack is used. Functionally, the custom designed
bipolar driver chip consists of a 1,2-bft shift register,
twelve cathode drivers each with a current limiting
feature, low-battery detection circuit, input buffer,
and timing control gating. The f 2-bit shift register
turns on the twelve cathode drivers one at a time.

The LED digit display drive technique used in the
HP-21is different from that employed in the HP-35.
In both cases the segment drivers (anode) and the dig-
i t  dr ivers (cathode) are scanned one d ig i t  a t  a
time, one segment at a time, but the HP-21 does it by
switching dc voltages while the HP-35 uses an induc-
tive charge-discharge method. When they are on, the
anode drivers of the HP-21, are dc sources for the in-
dividual LED segments, while the anode drivers for
the HP-35 drive each LED segment indirectly by first
charging an inductor which then discharges through
the LED segment. The HP-21 method requires signifi-
cantly fewer components.

Acknowledgments
The authors would like to thank the following peo-

ple for their contributions to this project: Bosco
Wong for the design of the cathode driver chip, Les
Moore for the assembly and debugging of the bread-
board, Mark Linsky for the design of the power sup-

ply and recharger, Ed Liljenwall for the industrial de-
sign, and Ernst Erni and Chung Tung for their sup-
port throughout the project.O

Correction

The ar t i c le  en t i t led  "Ac t ive  Pr0bes  lmprove Prec is i0n  o f  T ime In te rva l  l \ , leasurements '
(Hewlett-Packard Journal, 0ctober 1 975) understated the accuracy achieved by the [4odel 1722A
0scil loscope in time interval measurements. The accuracy of the lvlodel 1 722A for main time base
settings between 100 ns/div and 20 ms/div is specified conseruatively as a0.5% of measurement
r0.02% of full scale for measurements less than 1 cm, and 10.5% of m€asurement 10.05"/.
of full scale for measurements greater than 1 cm. Typical measurement accuracies are m0re than
three times better than this. The time base calibration period has not be€n specified because it
has not be€n a significant contributor t0 inaccuracy. Experience shows that yearly calibration may
be sulficient for instruments maintained in a laboratory environment. The time base temperature
coefticient is specified as =0.03od'C and short term stabil ity is better than 0.0'1%.
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chip for the HP-21 series. He
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N/OS LSI circuits. Born in Watford,
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in electr ical engineering at the
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conductor company, designing
more than 50 MOS LSI circuats and

serving brief ly as MOS applications and marketing manager for
that company in Germany. He speaks German and French as
well  as English and is a student of comparative l inguist ics.
Mike is married, has three daughters, and l ives in Cupert ino,
Cali fornia. His interests include classical music, color print ing,
and sketchino.



Thomas A. Hender
Tom Hender was responsible for
the product design and pack-
aging of the HP-21 series. Born in
Cobourg, Ontario, Canada, he
served in the Royal (Bri t ish) Navy
during the second world war, then
attended Brit ish Adm iralty College
(Devonport Division), graduating
in 1947 with a BSc degree in me-
chanical engineering. His en-
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on punched-card machines,
l ine printers, point of sale terminals,
and related oerioheral mechan-
isms, He joined HP in .1973. Tom

is married, has three daughters, and l ives in San Jose, Cali for-
nia. He serves his church as choir director and enjoys pho-
tography, chess, and model rai lroading,

George M. Fichter
'  George Fichter designed the

read-only memory for the HP-21
series. A native of New York City
(Brooklyn), he graduated from
Stevens Inst i tute of Technology
with a BS degree in 1965, spent
six years as a U,S. Air Force me-
teorologist; and then returned to
school at the University of Wash-
ington, earning a BSEE degree in
1972 and an lVlS in comouter
science in 1973, He joined HP in
'1973. George is married and has
a son and a daughter. An accom-
pl ished musician, he plays French

horn and experiments with computer music using an HP 2100
Computer. He's also learning to f ly and hopes to get his private
pi lot 's l icense this year. The Fichters l ive in Los Altos, Cali fornia.

HP-2 1 Scientif ic Calculator

PFEPROGRAMMEO FUNCfl ONS
ARITHMETIC:  - ,  - ,  t ,  +
LOGAFITHMIC er In x iog x, 1Ox
TFIGONOMETAIC: sn x, arc sn x cos x, arc cos x, lan x, arc hn x
OIHEF: yr, !T l/x u, redangola/polil coordiMle cdversion, degfees-

hdians mode seledon
FEGISTEB AFITHMETIC: addilion subtaction, multipricalion, or division

oporations €. be podormd on dals n sorage register.
NUTEFIC NO'ATION

FLOATING POINT: 10 dgil manlissa and sig.
SCIENTIFIC A sign and inl€er lollowed by up to seven possible d€cimal

placss. The oxponenl consisis oi a sign and Mo digts.
MIXEO FLOATING POINT AND SCIENTIFIC: Mix6d numeric notatifr may be

enlered s dala At€r p€(ormance ot any operalion dala.evsns lo iloaling
pdnl or scientilic .otation as applicable

FOUNDING TO LAST DTSPLAYED OrGrT hl€mar Qeraronsarecaldlardlo

DISPLAY
NUMEFIC AND DECIMAL POINT: Eighrs€gmeni, lighl emi[ing dde (LEO).

Oigt and decimal polnl are conlarned wilhrn a singr€ eighrsegment LED

SIGN: Eighls€gngnl lighlednire d de
12-digll di$lay including Mo sign diqils
MAXIMUMOISPLAYNUMBEF '99999999 '  10  

' '

DISPLAY FOFMAT: Fixed nolalion and scientilic nolation as spscitied
SPECIAL INDICATIONS:

O6dlowr Ar nin€s(99999999 99)
Undodlowr Zero in scislilic nolalion ln llxed notation allomaticaliy

r€veds to sdenlilic ndation tor small nohbers lhal
would oheruise apped to be zero.

Low Saneryr Invedd decimal points tor 30 se@nds io t holr be-
lore display blank

lmprope.Opera l ion : 'Eroa  wten  ond isp lay .

DYNAMIC FANGE: I 999999999 r 1Os ro 1. r rO-$ ana 0.
NUMBEF OF KEYS:30, 1 on/d swilch 1 d€gfeetadian swilch
METOFY REGISTERS: six lolal

Four working regisers in an operalional slack
One sloage.egisler
One hldden register for rigonomohc lunclion compulatid

OAIA ENTFY

Nqarivs numbef enty (CHS)
PAC(AGING

F E A T U R E S  A N D  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

12, Conveds y€aily p€nds lo monthly pends

12: Convens annlal interesr to intgr€sr ate per monrh

ACC Computes accumulald i. le.esr berween any two rine Fids d a toan

INT Calculales simpie inleresl

BAL Gives remaining loan balanc€ al any poi.t in t ime

"/o: Pef@nl de number is of lolal
o[ Calculatepsrcenlage oI a nlmber

l./. Pe.cent oi dif ierence beMeen Mo numbers

BEGIN-END SWITCH: This sdlch is a spedal convenience which works in

conloncrion wlrh rhe l inandal k6ys in €lc!latin9 payments due at rhe bqinning

or end ot lhe perod for annudies. leasss, ldns and olher tansadions

STATISTICAL FUNCTIONSi

:+ P.dides the number ol entn€s and sums Mo vaiabtes

: Adjlsts dala. cotrects an rncoroct:+ enty

L F. Lins& Ggr€sspni l ined lundions b€veen No poinrs

i lnoar eslimals

I Mean or aithmetic avorage

s Slandard devallon

ilATNETATICAL FUNCTIONS:

In Compules narural logarilhm (bas6 e) otvalue i. dlsplay

€ ^  N a l u r a l a n l l € : € i s e s e t o v a l u e  n d i s p l a y

y^ Faises numbef n Y regisler io vaiu6 in display

\? Square.oot ol number in display

AFITHilETICAL FUNCTIOIS:

CHS Changes a posil ive number to a nqative nunber

ilEilOFY FEGISTERS:

10 s€parale add€ssabie memoilos wilh lull fegisref adrhmetic

4 opo.ationa dack r€gisl€rs wilh stack rolLdown lor ieviow

oAlA MAilIPULATIOIS; OISPLAY COilTBOLi STOFAGE FUNCTIOilS:

x=y Exchange conlenb ol the x and Y fegisisrs

Fl Rolls down lhe stack lo revrew conlenis

CLX Clears display

CLEAF Cle66display,slackandstora9eregisterstres€lslinandalstalus

lndication

FESET Fessls l inandal sralus indicarors ato clea.s only slarisrical data

E N T E F T  C o p i 6 n u m & r d s p l a y d i . X r e g i s l € r i . l o Y r e g r s l s i a l s o s e p a r a l e s

numsicar 6nln€s by movinq €nftas up in opealional stack

FCL Aocalls a nuhberlo lhe X register irom a siorage rqisler

STO Slores displayd value into one ot the l0 slorage r4i$€rs

I Gold shifi key; selecls i lndions pnnt€d in gold on keyboa.d

HP-25 Programmable Calculatol

PBOGRA[[If,G:
Program wriling capability
Singl€ stsp €xeculion or inspection ot a program
Pause (to dielay inrerodiare resul)
Prqram ditire capabilily
3  re ra f iona l  te$s :  x<y .  x=y ,  r l y ,x<0,x>O,x=0.x la
Condilional b.snching

KEYBOARO COfTANOS:
TFIGONOMETFIC FUNCTIONS:

3 angula mdes (dq,sss, 6dians.g.ads)

Aodangular coordinares - pdar coordinates
oecimal ansre (lime) = Angle n dqrces (hou6)/minutegsconds

LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS:

STATISTICAL FUNCIIONS:
Moan and slanda.d devialion
Posilive and nqalive sommalion giving n, :x,:x,,:y, Ixy

OTBEF FUNCTIONSI
hl4€r (grves only int€gor ponion oI nlmbe4
Fraclion (givss only ftadiond ponion d numb64
Absoluig (giv€s absolute valle ol x)

y^. \''illx, 
", 

x, %

Fe9id6r ariihmelic rn all 8 addrsss$ro rqi{o6
Adirion, subtadon, nultiplicarid ordivision in serial frixed erial, chaiF o.

mixed chain €lculations.
DATA STOBAGE AND POSITIONING OPEFATIONS:

TETORY:

I adr€ssable rqislers
Prqram m€hory ror sloagg of up to 49 sl4s

LIGHT"ETITNG DIOOE DISPIAY:
Displays up to 10 signiiicanl digils, I plus Nedigl expon€nl in scienlifc ad
eryi.eeri.g nolalion and appropriale signs. Th€o solstabre display mdes:
,.red po'.r /flh auronanc over'bw Bndfidedle ido s('enrr.r engrnssilng,
ard so€nlilic rilh dynemic 'ang6 ot I0-- lo l0 "_ AulomaLo d*imal po,d
poduoning. Seledive bundd hnge 0-10 dgirs in hxod Fint;0-8 digi6 in
sdontilici 0-3 rn engin6.ring nolation. E(of app€aing in display indical€s
inproper operatonr low batsy indicalor.

GEXERAL SPECIFICATIONST Operales on lasrcharge baflery pack or ac.
(Banery recharges ln 6-17 hourc.) Tadile lsodback koyboard. Polyolhel€re
liquid-bailier shield under keyboa.d. Compsd case ol high-impact pla$ic wth
recessed d  sp lay .  Recessed .echarg€tac  p lug  r€ceprac le .  So l id  s ra ie

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONSi
POWEF:AC:115or230V,  110%,StoSHz,5wat3 .Bat€ry  5OOmwdor ivsd

tom nickeLcadmium recharqeabl€ ban€ry pa*.
WEIGHT: HP-25: 6 oz (170 g) wilh banery pack. R6char9e.5 oz 1142 d.
SHIPPING WETGHT: Appror 1 5 lbs ( 7 k9)
OIMENSIONS:

LENGTH:  5 .1  inches  ( r3Ocm)
WIDTH:2  7  nch6s  (68  cm)
HEIGHTT 1.2 in.hes (3.0 cm)

TEMPEFATURE RANGE:
oPERAT|NG:3ZF to 113.F (0.C to 45.C)
CHAFGING:5S lo 1@'F (15'C to 4CC)

PFICE lN U.S,A,: $195
TANUFACTUFINC DIVISION: ADVANCED PBODUCTS DIVISION

19310 Pruneidge Avenue
Cupedino, Calilornia 95lg U.S.A.

H€hinpad. conloured berse prastc (Ass) €rcuraror case 
ol:ltfY:.

Ail erid srare etedonrcs 
10 sionifienl dgils (8 + 2 digil gxponenr di$layed in sdentif ic notaton).

Lighleminrng drd6 (LEo) display 
Fixed doomal nolanon uth aulomatic ovenlow and undedloe inlo sdentil ic

spEED: a one second maximlm ro, arl preprosrammed roncrions {2m kHz crock 

""l j, l i l i l""","" 

*"n or*.ic ranse or ro 
es 

ro ross

POWEB 
Automatic ddcinat point p6il ion ng and setstive round,o(

FEoHAFGEFS European, 1 6i 27 and 206-2s vac 50,60 Hzr u K. Deskto, 
,"! l3t3,l br rmprop* operalions ( Erc. ln displav) and low banery cond lion

206-29 vac, s-60 Hz; unired stares. go-127 a.d 1s-254 vac, 5o-e h;. 
(l ighled decimal polnls)

) w a n s . D r a s r c o o x  H e c h d r o e r w a . m l o r h e l o J c h , n n o r m a t o o e r a r o n  
L g h l e m r h ' n g d d e l L E O r d r s p l a y  e c e s s e d l o r b s r € ' ( o n [ d s r r r h a r s h l g h t . g

B A n L B v  3 5 o n w d p ; v e d l ' - o - z " " u q , ' " r ' * n " , g " n n k e L € ; m r u 4 b a i o r y  
D s l G N s P E c l F l c A T l o N s

pack Op€€ling l ime 3 lo 5hours. approxrmarety-O nours ro r€(harg€ com'- 
Op€tal€s 3 b 5 hoss @ recharOeable bafrenes (under 6 hou6 lo r€chaqe)

olele'y discFa,oed bailery pacl wfe. ercJlaror ,s.or . operanoi. Appro{ - "--::, -
matety 1 7 hours ro recharge compt€roty discharggd ba nery'pack when €tcs 

speEry d$gnd c@$ed plug to prevenl silon€ous insenion ot i nprope.

r e o i l s o p g r a n n g u n d e r d i ' n L n r o a d r d l r S s d r s l a v e o r . B a f i e r y p a c k m u s l b e  ^ : :  . .

Ir prace tof catcutaror to @erale. 

' '  
Sdrd slale el6cAoni6 wilh all ci l ical conn€cions qold_plal€d

WEtcHT 
Tacli le feedback keyboard. Posil ive conlacl adion assures acc!.ale e.try ot

CALCULATOR WITH BAnERY PACK:6 oz (170 gams)
RECBAFGEF: 5 oz (142 grams)
SBIPPING WEIGHT: 11, lb (S2 grams). approx malery

CALCULATOB OITENSIONS
LENGTH:5% in  (13 .02  cm)
WIDTH:2  1116 in  (6 .83  cm)
HEIGHT:  1  3 /16  In  (3  02  cm)

Heavy gauge @mpact cas€ contoured to l i l  th€ hand

Uita$nrcally w€ld€d mpad rosislanl cas6

Plaslic l lquid-baii ier shisld ud6r koyboard sealod lo Gsisl €ntry of froisr!.e

Keys are double lnlocilon moldod to help p.weil th€ lggend liom weaire ofi

HP-22 Business Calculator

FITANCIAL FUNdIONS:

n Nunber ol peiods

i Perldic inlerest rate

PMT Peiodlc payment amou.t

PV Press.l value ot mon€y

FV Future vaue or money

CALCULATOR LENGTH:5% in  (13 ,02  cm)
CALCULAIOB WIOTH:2  11 /16  In  (6 ,33  cm)
CALCULAIOF HEIGHT: 1 3/16 n (3,02 cm)
CALCULATOR WEIGHT: 6 oz (170,1 g)
FECHARGER WEI6HT:5  oz  (141,8  g)
SHIPPING wEIGHT appiox 1% lb (@0 g)
OPEFATING TEMPEFATUFE FANGET 3?F to 11SF (trC to 45"C)
CHARGING TEMP€RATURE RANGE: 59'F lo 1&'F (1trC to 4trC)
STOFAGE TEMPEAATUBE RANGE: 4eF ro r31'F (4CC to 55.C)

FOWEF FEQUIFEUENTS:
AC 100J27 V or 200-29 V, 110% 50 to 60 Hz, 5 wa(s
BAn€FYr 2 75 Vdc nickel cadmrum r6chargodr€ baiery pack

PFICE lN U.S.A.: Sr6s

I
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A New Microwave Link Analyzer for
Communications Systems Carrying up to
2700 Telephone Channels
Multiplexed communications systems can operate at full
capacity only when distortions are at a low level. Thts new
instrument helps optimize the performance of wide-
bandwidth sysfems.

by Svend Christensen and lan Matthews

ICROWAVE LINK ANALYZERS, by detecting
and displaying the transmission characteristics

of microwave communications systems, help find
the causes of distortion-distortion that unless cor-
rected would degrade s ignal - to-noise rat io ,  reduc-
ing system capaci ty .

A new microwave l ink analyzer  is  designed to
test communications systems that use an intermedi-
ate frequency (IF) of 140 MHz. A growing number of
microwave l inks employ the 1,4O-MHz IF which
al lows t ransmiss ion bandwidths enabl ing t rans-
miss ion of  up to 2TOOvoice channels s imul taneously.

The wide bandwidth,  however,  a lso makes a system
more vulnerable to those forms of distortion that af-
f ec t  t he  h ighe r  modu la t i on  f r equenc ies .  Conse -
quently, the new microwave link analyzer IMLA) was
designed to inc lude funct ions involv ing baseband
test signals as high as '1.2 MHz.

As in ear l ier  HP MLA's,1 the basic  measurement
pr inc ip le used in the new MLA, HP Model  3790A
(Fig.  rJ ,  is  to  explore the passband of  a f requency-
modulated system wi th a low- level ,  h igh- f requency
tes t  s i gna l  supe r imposed  on  a  h igh - l eve l ,  l ow-
f requency sweep s ignal  (F ig.  Z) .  Appl ied to the sys-

.e -* dX

Fig. 1. fhe new mtcrowave lrnk
^^^^ : ' ] '  ^ '  ̂  " ^^smi t te ra t t a t y z c t  L U / / J / J t J  u t  a  L t a t t

(Model 3790A, lower unit) that
generates a pproprEte communi -
r . a t i nn t - l t nk  t t r q l  q i ons l s  and  a
sepatate recetvet  (Model  3/92A.
uppe r  un i l )  I ha l  measu res  l he
characteristics ol lhe test signals
^ l t ^ .  t A ^ ,  A - . , ^  A ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ . ^ ^ A
d t I Y t  0 r Y y  t t d v Y  t J c ( t t  l / d ) \ s u

t h r ^ t t ^ h  t h ^  d ^ , , ; ^ ^

t  t n d a r  t l < t '  R o < t  ' l f  <  a r o  e L c r v t , t - , r

as measured quantity versus fre
quency on the dual-trace CBI dls-
^ l - , ,  A n ^  ^ r ^  ' n - A ^
P t d y .  t v t c d s u t Y t t t c t t t J  a t  c  t t t - t t -

with lhis system ei lhet al the base-
band leve l  o r  a t  the  newly -
A . l . n t a . l  1 l O - A / l H z  l F  l a v p l
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tem under test, the low-frequency signal sweeps the
high-frequency signal across the system's passband.
Non-linearities and other distortions arising in the
system affect the amplitude and phase of the high-
frequency signal as it is swept. The disturbances in
amplitude and phase are detected and displayed
quantitatively at the receiving end of the system to
provide a measure of the communication system's
performance (Fig. 3).

The MLA makes several measurements to analvze
a system's characteristics. These are:

Linearity
Differential gain
Group delay
Differential phase
IF amplitude response.
It also measures gain, attenuation, power, and re-

turn loss, and it can provide a spectrum display for
measuring FM modulator and demodulator sensi-
tivity by the carrier-null method.

Sources of Distortion
The disturbances in the received test signal result

from three basic sources of distortion in a microwave

Fig.3. Typical display provided by the Model 3792A IFIBB
Receiver, this one showing amplitude linearity (upper trace)
and group delay as functions of lF frequency. The pulses on
the upper trace are frequency markers.

Fig. 2. The MLA measurement
principle. The composite signal
frequency-modulates the systern
under test. Level variat ions in
waveform B at the rate of C are
processedand displayed as a plot
of linearity or differential gain ver-
sus frequency. Phase variations
in B with respecf to A are proces-
sed and displayed as group delay
or differential phase.

link. One is imperfect voltage-to-frequency and fre-
quency-to-voltage conversion in the modulators and
demodulators. The other two are nonlinear phase re-
sponse and non-flat amplitude response. Nonlinear
phase response incorrectly repositions the phasor
components of the FM signal and non-flat amplitude
response incorrectlyreproportions them, as discussed
on pages 18 through 20. Preservation of the amplitude
and phase ofeach phasor ensures the absence ofAM in a
pure FM signal. Any random upset of the crit ical
phasor lengths and directions generates AM simply
because the signal is no longer purely FM. If a signal
distorted in this manner were passed through a device
exhib i t ing AM-to-PM (ampl i tude modulat ion to
phase modulation) conversion, PM would be pro-
duced which would be detected a long wi th the
wanted FM, degrading the signal-to-noise ratio.

Any of these distortions result in noise in telephone
channels and impairment of television pictures.

AM-to-PM Conversion
There are many influences that degrade a broad-

band communications svstem. some of which are well
understood and readily-corrected. The significance of
AM-to-PM conversion, however, is not widely appre-
ciated so it deserves special consideration.

To examine the effect of AM-to-PM conversion,
consider an FM signal in which AM has been genera-
ted. If the modified signal were applied to a device
whose phase response is sensitive to amplitude-
TWT amplif iers and diode limiters are such de-
vices-phase modulation would result from the
amplitude modulation.

Two possibilities now arise. (1) If the AM had been
generated by nonlinear phase response in a device,
the phase modulation caused by AM-to-PM conver-
sion would be in phase with the signal phase modula-
tion and would affect the FM deviation. AM varia-
tions would then generate differential gain, the dif-
ference in system gain measured at two different fre-
quencies, (2) If the AM had been caused by non-flat
frequency response, the resulting phase modulation
would be in quadrature with the signal phase modu-
lation. In this case, AM variations would give rise
to differential phase. These mechanisms are ex-
plained on pages 18 through 20.
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Fig.4. Simplified block diagram of the microwave ltnk analyzer and a typical communications
system. The analyzer can also measure the performance of modems and the other com-

ponents of a system.

AM-to-PM conversion is not the only contributor to
differential gain. Nonlinear phase response gener-
ates AM with a corresponding decrease in signal PM,
as shown on page 18. Analysis shows that the differen-
tial gain caused this way is proportional to thefourth
power of the baseband frequency and so is much more
significant in a 270O-channel system than in an 1800-
channel system. When generated by nonlinear phase
accompanied by AM-to-PM conversion, or non-flat
amplitude response, differential gain is proportional
to the squore of the baseband frequency. For these
reasons, it was considered important for the new
MLA to have a test frequency at 12.39 MHz, the top
end of the 270O-channel baseband.

Besides degrading s ignal - to-noise rat io  in  te le-
phone systems, differential gain and differential
phase have a pronounced effect on color TV transmis-
sions. In the NTSC system used in North America, for
example, color saturation is determined by the level
of the color subcarrier, and hue is determined by the
phase. To preserve the integrity of the color satura-
tion and hue, it is important to minimize differential
gain and phase occurring on the color subcarrier.

MLA Basics
The complete MLA system consists of two units

with plug-ins as follows: Model 3290A IF/BB Trans-
mitter with Model 3791A BB Transmitter plug-in,
and Model 3292A IF/BB Receiver with Model 3793A
Differential Phase Detector plug-in. A simplif ied

block diagram of the MLA system and its application
to a microwave communications Iink is shown in
F ig .  a .

The low-frequency sweep signal is a 70-Hz sine
wave originating in the IF/BB transmitter. To this is
added one of eight low-level, high-frequency base-
band test signals from the BB transmitter plug-in.
This combined signal can be applied to the system
under test at the baseband level in place of the multi-
plexed telephone signal

Alternatively, the sweep and baseband signals can
be used to generate a I4O-MHz IF signal, swept up to
-r25MHz across the IF band by Ihe 7O-Hz sine wave
and modulated over a narrow band by the baseband
signal. This signal can be applied to the IF channel
of the transmission system.

At the receiving end, either the demodulated sig-
nal or the IF signal may be applied to the receiver. If
the IF signal is used, the sweep and baseband signals
are recovered by a precision demodulator within the
receiver.

Filters separate the high-frequency and low-fre-
quency components of the baseband signal. The low-
frequency sine wave is used for the horizontal sweep
of the CRT display and the high-frequency baseband
signal is rectif ied to derive a dc voltage proportional
to the baseband signal level. This is applied to the ver-
tical deflection of the CRT.

If measurements are made between the IF-in and IF-
out ports of the transmission system, the CRT then
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displays IF differential gain or linearity. If measure-
ments are made between BB-in and lF-out, it dis-
plays modulator l inearity (allowing for IF response).
Between IF-in and BB-out, it displays demodulator
l inearity. Between BB-in and BB-out, the display is
of overall system linearity, if one of the lower-fre-
quency test tones is used, or differential gain if
one of the higher-frequency test tones is used.

The recovered high-frequency baseband signal is
also compared in phase to a stable local oscil lator
that is phase-locked to the baseband signal average.
The result of the comparison, a dc voltage, is applied
to the CRT vertical deflection. The display then
shows group or envelope delay if one of the lower-
frequency baseband signals is used, or differential
phase if a higher-frequency signal is used.

Driving the transmitter's modulator with the
sweep signal alone enables measurements of IF am-
plitude response. Driving it with only a baseband
test tone allows measurements of gain, attenuation
and power.

The receiver is equipped with a meter that is used
with an attenuator to give readings of average signal
level, at either the IF or BB frequency. It is also used
for readings of return loss when the facilities for that
measurement are used (not shown in Fig. a).

Technical Details
Bearing in mind the MLA measurement principle

(Fig. zJ, it is evident that the amplitude and phase of
the high-frequency baseband test signal must not be

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the trans-
mitter. Low interaction between
the sweep and high-frequency
signals at the IF level is achieved
by the use of two independent RF
oscillators.

disturbed by the high-level sweep signal during mod-
ulation. Low interaction is achieved by employing
separate modulators for the two signals and forming a
composite signal in a mixer.

The high-frequency test signal frequency modu-
lates a 51O-MHz oscil lator and the 7O-Hz sweep fre-
quency modulates a 37O-MHz oscillator, as shown in
Fig. 5. The selection of oscil lator frequencies was
based on a computer-generated l is t  o f  possib le
spurious mixer outputs, taking into account the re-
ceiver IF image frequency. Care was taken to prevent
coupling between the modulation circuits for the
two oscil lators.

The two oscil lator signals are applied to the mixer
and the resulting difference frequency is the 140-
MHz IF. Buffers between the oscillators and the mixer
minimize the possibil i ty of interaction so the IF
modulation due to the high-frequency test tone is
unaffected by the low-frequency sweep.

Following the mixer are two thin-film amplifiers
having an amplitude flatness of o.r dB or better and
group delay of less than 0.1 ns over a 50-MHz band of
frequencies centered at 140 MHz. This performance is
necessary to minimize distortion of the composite
test signal. The first amplif ier is located close to the
mixer, presenting a resistive impedance to the mixer
and a good match to the cable to the second amplif ier.
The second amplifier is located near the front panel
so that the temperature-compensated levelling de-
tector, which is on the amplif ier substrate, can be
close to the output connector.
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Fig. 6. Ihe amplitude response of the thinJilm amplifier
r's adTusted by using a hand-held probe to remove the bonds
that interconnect the arms of the thinJilm interdiqital ca-
pacitor (u pper center).

As would be required by any broadband amplif ier
that must have extremely flat amplitude response,
means must be provided to allow compensation for
production variances. This is accomplished by using
a thin-fi lm interdigitated capacitor, pictured in Fig.
6 and shown as Cc in the diagram of Fig. 7. To adjust
amplitude response during production test of each
amplif ier, a hand-held probe is used to remove bonds
to the digits one by one unti l the capacitance needed
for the best response is obtained.

A broadband attenuator following the amplif ier
allows an output power range of +10 to -69 dBm in

1-dB steps with an accuracy of -r1 dB on all ranges
(*o.s dg at  the +10 dBm output  level ) .

Test Signal Generation
All the baseband test signals are derived from or

locked to a 10-MHz master oscil lator. The lower fre-
quencies (83.3,  250,  and 500 kHz) are der ived by
direct division of the master oscil lator frequency.
The  h ighe r  f r equenc ies  (2 .4 ,4 .43 ,5 .6 ,8 .2 ,  and  12 .39
MHz) are generated by an oscil lator that has switch-
able crystals. This oscil lator is phase-locked to the
master by dividing its output down to l kHz and ap-
plying it to a sampling phase detector driven by the
1O-MHz master oscil lator. The resulting error signal
phase-locks the switchable oscil lator.

For the low-frequency sweep, a sine wave that has
all harmonics >45 dB below the fundamental is
synthesized by a 1O-stage shift register. The input to
the shift register is controlled by a fl ip-flop that loads
the register with 1's when it is set, and loads it with
0's when it is reset. The outputs of all the shift-regis-
ter stages are connected through weighting resistors
to a summing poirrt with the resistors chosen such
that half a sine wave, from the trough to the peak, ap-
pears at the summing point as the shift register is
loaded with 1's. When the first 1 appears at the out-
put, the fl ip-flop is reset so 0's are then loaded, gener-
ating the other half of the sine wave. The first 0 ap-
pearing at the output then sets the fl ip-flop again for
the next cycle.

The resulting waveform has a stepped appearance
but the steps occur at the 1.4-kHz clock rate and are
easily removed by low-pass fi l tering, leaving a low-
distortion sine wave.

(text continued on page 20.)

Fig. 7. Circuit diagram of the lF
amplifier output stage, Frequency
response is optimized by adjust
ing feedback capacitor C". The
final stage has a quiescent current
of 45 mA giving +16 dBm output
inlo 75f| with second and third
harmonic levels of -48 dB and
-32 dB respectively at 165 MHz.
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by Means of High-Frequency Test Signals

There has been growing interest in recent years in distor-
t ions that can occur in wideband FM communications systems
as a result of AM generated in a network being converted to
PM in a nonlinear device that follows. The problem is, how to
detect these so-called "coupled responses."

The fol lowing drscussion, involving phasor diagrams and net-
work phase and gain curves, deals with some physical mech-
anisms underlying the generation of dif ferential gain and
how it is affected by AM{o-PM conversion. A practical method
for detecting AM{o-PM conversion is presented,

When a sweeping signal, centered for example at 140 MHz
and carrying small-deviat ion frequency modulat ion (FM) at,
say, 5.6 MHz is passed through an al l-pass network such as a
microwave-l ink group delay equalizer, the result ing plot of
dif ferential gain wil l  be in the form of a "W". The network
wil l  have introduced AM and i f  in a device that fol lows AM-
to-PM conversion occurs, the dif ferential gain "W" wil l  be
asymmetrical.  The appearance of asymmetry is the basis ol
this method of detecting AM-to-PM conversion.

The Detection of AM-to-PM Conversion

I
I

I

e'
(0' < 0)

Fig. 3a. 
@

F ig .3b .

0
Fig.  1. Fig. 2.

The Phasor Representatlon
Fig. 1 shows the phasor representation of a small-deviation

FM signal. Since i t  is necessary to consider only phasor move-
ments with respect to the carrier, rotation oi the whole diagram
counterclockwise at the carrier frequency has been stopped
and only the back-and-forth oscrl lat ion at the modulat ing
frequency remains. The maximum angular displacement, d,
of the signal phasor about its mean position is the phase modu-
lat ion index. The maximum angular speed of the phasor
determines the frequency deviat ion Jrom the unmodulated
carrier value. For sinusoidal modulat ion, maximum frequency
deviat ion occurs at the central posit ion. The locus of the t ip of
the phasor is the arc of a circle.

In Fig. 2, the f irst order lower sideband (LSB) is shown going
backwards (clockwise) as t ime advances, while the upper
s ideband (USB)  moves fo rward  or  counterc lockwise ,
both rotating at the modulating frequency. The sum of the
car r ie r  ohasor  C and the  two s idebands is  the  resu l tan t
R, also shown in Fig. 1. However for simplici ty, the locus
ol the t ip of the sweeping phasor R is now shown as a
straight horizontal l ine.

Nonlinear Phase
Fig. 3a and 3b introduce the effect of nonl inear phase. In

passing through a network having the phase curve shown, the
sidebands are phase-shifted relative to the carrier by +8" and
-l Ct' respectively. A linear phase response that gives shifts of
+10 'and -10 'wou ld  be  equ iva len t  to  a  pure  t ime de lay  tha t
wou ld  cause no  d is to r t ion  bu t  when the  LSB is  g iven  a
counterclockwise displacement of 8", the result is a t i l t ing of

the phasor locus and a sl ight reduction in the maximum phase
deviat ion.

The phasor, st i l l  osci l lat ing with a f ixed period of t ime de-
termined by the modulat ing frequency, now travels a sl ightly
reduced angular distance and therefore moves with reduced
speed. Since phasor speed is frequency deviat ion, the peak
frequency deviat ion is reduced. Since a frequency dis-
criminator, such as a microwave l ink demodulator, responds
only to phasor speed or frequency deviat ion, the discriminator
output is also reduced, giving r ise to dif ferential gain as the
carrier frequency, rrr,  is swept,

Note that the maximum length and the maximum angular de-
viat ion of the resultant occur at the same t ime. The AM is in
phase with the signal PM. l f  AM{o-PM conversion were to occur,
with the PM in phase with the AM as i t  would be in a diode
l imiter, the generated PM would be in phase with the signal
PM and would therefore affect its value: that is. AM variations
would cause dif ferential gain in an FM system, This is ac-
counted for by the fourth term of equatron 1, given later.

@

uvuq
F i g . 4 .  @

The Network Phase Curve
Fig. 4 is a plot of dif ferential gain as the FM signal carr ier fre-

quency is swept over the phase curve of an all-pass network. At
regions of maximum phase curvature, the phase and fre-
quency deviat ions are reduced giving a dip in demodulated out-
put. At the point of inflection of the phase curve, where the car-
r ier and f irst order sidebands can l ie on a straight l ine, there is
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no phase dlstort ion of the f irst order sidebands, no t i l t ing of the
phasor locus, and no reduction in phase or frequency devia-
t ion. Second order sidebands would not l ie on the straight l ine
and so would be phase-distorted, causing a sl ight reduction in
the central peak of the dif ferential gain curve.

+ 1  d B +1  dB

DG

Fig. 5c.

AM-to-PM Conversion
ln Fig. 5 the askew tr iangles of Fig. 4 are enlarged and the

effect of +1' per dB of AM{o-PM conversion is added. Fig. 5a
shows a 1-dB increase in phasor length on the left. This is aposiflve
increment of AM and so f is added, giving a counterclock-
wise shif t .  On the r ight of Fig. 5a the phasor length is reduced
by 1 dB. This is a negative increment and so .f  is sub-
tracted, giving a clockwise shif t .  The overal l  result in Fig. 5a
is an increase in phase deviat ion and frequency deviat ion.
The phase and f requency  dev ia t ions  are  decreased in
F ig .  5b  by  a  s imi la r  a rgument .  The d i f fe ren t ia l  ga in  (DG)
result ing from AM{o-PM conversion is shown in Fig. 5c.

In Fig. 6, the dif ferential gain contr ibutions of Fig. 4 and 5 are
added, giving the asymmetrical "W" form typical of an al l-pass
network fol lowed by a device that gives AM{o-PM conversion.
This appearance of asymmetry is the basis for detecting the
presence of AM-to-PM conversion.

DG
A + B

Fig. 6.

The Effect of Network Gain Slope
In Fig. 7 the effect of a gain slope alone is dealt with. There is

no phase distort ion, only changes in phasor lengths. The USB
is attenuated relat ive to the LSB. When the USB and LSB are in
l ine and in opposit ion they no longer cancel exactly so an el l ipt i-
cal locus results.

Note that since the maximum length of the resultant occurs

Fig. 7. @

at zero angular deviat ion, the AM is in phase quadrature with
the signal PM. In this case, PM result ing from AM-to-PM con-
version is in phase quadrature with the signal PM and shif ts
the phase of the signal PM, leaving the signal phase-modulat ion
index unchanged. AM variat ions result ing from non-f lat gain
therefore give r ise to dif ferential phase but not dif ferential
gain This is shown analytically by the second term of equation 2.

uuv u u
DG

Fig. 8.

Network Gain Dip
Fig, B shows a gain dip in an al l-pass network result ing from

component loss. At the center of the gain dip, the carr ier is atten-
uated relat ive to the sidebands, which are themselves of equal
ampli tude. The phasor tr iangle is compressed giving an in-
crease in phase deviat ion and therefore in f  requency deviat ion.
The network gain dip gives a dif ferential gain peak that is
symmetrical about the center of the gain dip. Analyt ical ly, the
gain dip is accounted for by the second term of equation 1.

The test for AM{o-PM conversion is not inval idated by the
gain dip provided that the latter coincides with the center, or in-
f lect ion point, of the network phase curve. This is the point of
maximum group delay. No asymmetry is introduced. An off-
center gain dip, however, wi l l  cause asymmetry in the absence
of AM-to-PM conversion. AM-to-PM conversion in a test i tem
is then indicated by a change in the asymmetry.

Ouantitative Results
Two methods have been used to quanti tat ively relate the AM-

to-PM conversion coeff icient with dif ferential gain symmetry.
One is analyt ical while the other is a computer simulat ion of the
network ,  AM- to-PM convers ion ,  and FM s igna l ,  g iv ing ,  as
output, a plot of dif ferential gain. A brref review of the f irst
method is given here.

Terms of the fol lowing equation have already been published
and discussed.l  2 Here the terms, separately and in combina-
t ion, are plotted for a typical network to show their contr ibution
to dif ferential gain. The plots are seen to have the same form
as those predicted by the phasor diagram approach (Fig. 9).
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where
DG(x) is the baseband dif ferential gain characterist ic
DP(x) is the baseband dlf ferential phase characterist ic.
o(x) is the normalized ampli tude response o{ the network
r(x) is the group delay of the network
x is the swept carr ier frequency
K is the AM{o-PM conversion arising in the system under test
ot*l2r is the test frequency
' ,  "  ,  are the f irst and second derivatives.

The example  is  taken o f  an  a l l -pass  ne twork  hav ing  a
parabo l ic  g roup de lay  response o f  7  nsec  over  t10  MHz

Fig.10(a). Differential gain display generated

by an all-pass network with no following AM to

PM canve6ion. The "W" tarm arising from the
phase curve ts superimposed an a cental
peak due to the netwark gain dip which ltselt

tesults lrom component loss.

+ a' ' (x) @n212 + Kr',(xl @n212 - t',z (xl @^.18

Fi9. 10(b). Differential gain display having the

twa contributions ot (a) with the additianal

asymmetrical conttlbutian arising fram AM ta

P M  c o n v e r s i o n .  T h e  a p p e a r a n c e  o f  t h i s

asymmetty is lhe basis af the method for

detecting AM ta PM conversion.

centered at 70 MHz, and having a gain dip of 0.45 dB cen-
tered at 70 MHz. A computer program evaluates a" and r'
f rom the  ne twork  s ingu la r i t ies ,  and genera tes  the  p lo ts
shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(b) and (d), without and with AM{o-
PM conversion respectively, should be compared with the
photographs in Fig. 10 (a) and (b) which show dif ferential gain
displays on a Microwave Link Analyzer.

lan Matthews
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Receiver Circuits
The main function of the IF/BB receiver is to derive

from the input signal information that can be used
for quantitative display of disturbances in phase and
level of the baseband signal, disturbances that arise
from nonlinearit ies in the system under test. If the
system under test supplies the baseband signal to the
receiver, the low-frequency sweep and the high-
frequency test signal are separated by straightforward
filtering and appropriately amplified for detection
and use by the display.

In the IF portion of the receiver, the amplif ier fol-
lowing the input attenuator is a thin-film type to
minimize the d is tor t ion that  would ar ise f rom
non-flat group delay and amplitude response. The
input common-base stage presents a return loss of
better than 3B dB to the input attenuator and serves as

a buffer to the thin-film balanced detector that fol-
lows. The response of this detector is f lat within 0.02
dB over an input range of 115 to 165 MHz,

The heart of the IF portion is the tracking demodu-
lator, shown in Fig. B. To provide useful measure-
ments, this must be more l inear than any demodula-
tor l ikely to be encountered in a communications
system.

High demodulator l inearity is achieved in effect by
heterodyning the incoming signal with a frequency-
following local-oscil lator signal to give a nearly-
constant difference frequency of tz.+ MHz. The dif-
ference frequency is applied to the frequency dis-
criminator and the discriminator output is used as an
error signal to control the local oscil lator, main-
taining the 17.4-MHz difference.

The gain around the frequency control loop is 80

20
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dB so a 50-MHz frequency variation of the IF signal
is reduced to 5 kHz at the discriminator input. This
residual sweep is small enough to give, in effect, a
demodulator of high l inearity since discriminator
nonlinearities are not being traversed by the 1.7.4-MHz
IF. The baseband test signal is thus faithfully repro-
duced at the discriminator output. Baseband test sig-
nals as high as 5.6 MHz are recovered with low distor-
tion by this method.*

Precision Sweep
The control signal applied to the tracking-Ioop's lo-

cal oscillator is, of course, comparable to the 7o-Hz
sweep but because of nonlinearities in the oscilla-
tor's frequency/voltage characteristics, it is not a
pure sine wave. A pure sine wave is required, how-
ever, to maintain a linear frequency scale for the
horizontal axis of the CRT display. Therefore, a
sine wave 'is synthesized in a separate circuit and
phase-locked to the 7O-Hz error signal.

The sine wave is synthesized in the same manner
as in the transmitter but with the phase-lock error sig-
nal controll ing the clock oscil lator. However, precise
t l f either the 8.2- or 1 2.39-[4Hz test sionals iS used, an external wideband demodulator must be em-
ployed if lF-to-lF 0r BB-to-lF measurements.are t0 be made.

Fig.8, An lF signal is processed
through a tracktng demodulator
in the receiver. recovering lhe
high-frequency test signal with
high fidelity

synchronization is required so the display's horizon-
tal axis can be related to frequency. The question
now arises, where on the recovered sweep waveform
is synchronization to be accomplished? Because of
the nonlinearities of the waveform, the only points
where voltage can be precisely related to frequency
are at the maximum and minimum values (waveform
points B and D in Fig. 9J.

Pinpointing the location of these points is difficult,
however, because of the near-zero rate of change
around these points. Instead, two points where the
steep-rising parts of the waveform intersect a dc vol-
tage are detected (points A and C). The time interval
between the two points is measured and half this
value is used to locate the time of occurrence of point
B. The zero-level axis was arbitrari ly chosen for
points A and C although any other level could have
been used because of the symmetry of the waveform
about B.

As shown in the diagram, a l imiter squares the re-
covered sweep waveform to delineate points A and
C more sharply, and the squared waveform gates
clock pulses to a counter. When the waveform termi-
nates the count, the result retained in the counter is
shifted one place as it is transferred to a storage regis-

Fig. 9. Recovered-sweep pro-
a A e c n r  n r a r i c a l , r  I ^ a a l i -  t h ^
u u o J v '  P '  o w t r o t y  r v u c r s J  r r l E

neak R n f  the  reeovered 70-Hz

waveform by measuring the time
between points A and C and divid-
tng Dy two.

L.O.
Control
Voltage

(On at A, Ofi at C)



ter, effectively dividing the count by two, On the
next cycle, the stored count is compared to the instan-
taneous count in the counter and when the two are
equal, a trigger pulse is generated. The stored count
is then updated.

Phase- locked to th is  t r igger  is  the s ine wave
generated by the shift-register synthesizer.

Fig. 10. Marker generator uses a D-type flip-flop as a
mixer to derive a pulse that spans fhe zero beat between the
incoming signal and a reference.

Markers
For calibrating the frequency scale of the CRT dis-

play in terms of IF frequency, two types of markers
are provided. One type is a crystal-controlled fre-
quency comb that puts pulses on the CRT trace at
either 2-MHz or S-MHz intervals. The other is a single
marker that can be moved along the trace to identify
the frequency of any point on the frequency scale.
The control that positions this marker has a four-
place digital readout that gives precise indication
of marker frequency over a range of 115 to 165 MHz.

The marker generation technique is based on the
detection of zero beats between the incoming signal
and a locally-generated signal of known frequency.

The circuit design was influenced by two factors: (1)
marker generation must not be affected by the FM sig-
nals'sidebands, and (2) marker width should not be
affected by a change in sweep width. The first factor
is dealt with by substituting a local oscillator signal
for the incoming IF and phase-locking the oscillator
to the IF signal. The bandwidth of the frequency con-
trol loop is restricted so the local oscil lator tracks the
sweep but not the relatively high-frequency FM.

Marker width control, the second factor, is accom-
plished in the circuit shown in Fig. 10. This uses an ECL
D-type flip-flop as a mixer with the incoming signal
applied to the D input and the locally-generated refer-
ence applied to the clock input. The normal output of
such a circuit in the vicinity of a zero beat is shown
by waveform Q1 and Q1 in Fig. 10. The fl ip-flop out-
puts, however, drive capacitors (C) that are charged
quickly by transistor pull-up, but that discharge
more slowly through resistors (R), thus giving the
waveforms Q2 and Q2. Hence, the Schmitt tr ig-
ger circuits are triggered only when the width of the

Q1 and Q1 pulses is wide enough to allow the vol-
tage on C to fall to the trigger level.

The Schmitt tr igger outputs (Q3 and Q3) are OR'd
to get waveform A1., which also drives a capacitor cir-
cuit obtaining waveform 42. This waveform is in-
verted and smoothed (B1) and used to drive the out-
put Schmitt tr igger. The Schmitt output is a single
pulse that spans the zero beat.

Marker width is controlled by varying the voltage
V", which controls the rate of capacitor discharge. A
steeper discharge for C causes the first Schmitt cir-
cuits to trigger both earlier and later in the zero-beat
cycle, widening the output pulse.

The automatic marker width control varies V" to
keep the marker width constant at 2 mm of display for
IF sweep widths from 10 MHz t9 50 MHz. Below
10 MHz, the markers widen, reaching 10 mm typi-
cally at a 3-MHz sweep width.

When the instrument is used in the spectrum dis-
play mode to check the modulation index of an FM
signal by the carrier-null method, the phase-lock loop

u
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is opened and the local oscil lator is controlled by an
internally-generated sweep-voltage. The LO signal is
mixed with the incoming FM signal and the result is
low-pass fi l tered, giving a display of the spectrum
of the incoming signal. The markers can also be
added to this display.

Phase Detector
Measurements of group delay and differential

phase are made by phase-comparing the high-fre-
quency test signal, separated from the sweep signal
in the receiver, to the output of a crystal-controlled
oscillator. To avoid the effects of slow drift, the crys-
tal-controlled oscillator is phase-locked to the test
signal, the bandwidth of the loop being restricted to
10 Hz so as not to affect the wanted phase information
which occurs atTOHz, the sweep rate.

As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 11, the out-
put of the 1-MHz crystal oscillator is divided down to
match the frequency of the lower test frequencies
(83.3, 250, and 500 kHz) for phase detection. The
higher test frequencies are heterodyned down to 250
kHz for comparison with the phase-locked oscillator
frequency divided by four. The oscillator used for
the down-conversion uses switched crystals for stable
frequency control.

The phase display is calibrated by switching in a
fixed delay on alternate sweeps. The CRT then dis-
plays two phase traces, with the vertical separation
determined by the amount of added phase.

The calibrated phase delays are achieved with
switched RC networks. Since frequency deviation

and phase modulation are not changed by mixing the
higher test frequencies down to 250 kHz, the phase
calibration steps hold for all these frequencies in
terms of degrees or radians. The lower frequencies
are passed directly through the phase delays with-
out mixing and are therefore given in nanoseconds
of delay.

Amplitude displays are calibrated by switching a
precision attenuator into the signal path on alternate
sweeps.
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of the
phase detector in the Model
3793A Differential Phase Detec-
tor plug-in. Phase comparisons
are  made aga ins t  a  s tab le ,
1-MHz, crystal oscillator that is
phase- locked to  the  average
phase of the incoming signal.

BB Test Signal
Returned to Receiver
Mainframe for
Amplitude Display
(Linearity and
Diflerential Gain)F-250 kHz

"Test Frequencies

Low (kHz) High (MHz)

Group Oelay and
Differential

Phase lnformation
to Mainframe

83 2.4
250 4.43
500 5.6

8.2
12.39
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